**Design**

12 individual pieces come together to create the shape of a ball on the inside of the trophy structure.

**Colour**

Moves from a nickel to gold colour representing the winning team’s gradual rise to the world championship title.

**Height**

42.88 cm

**Weight**

9 kg

**Production**

120 hours of milling
24 hours of hand polishing, micro blasting and mounting
60 hours to programme 3D files for milling

**Trophy**

Constructed from individual pieces assembled together seamlessly, representing the 12 players using the rotation system on the court.

**Trophy Base**

Holds the names of previous world championship title holders.

**Design**

Overall shape reflects the speed and elegance of volleyball as well as the volleyball values of purity, performance, power, precision and teamwork.

**Provision**

120 hours of milling
24 hours of hand polishing, micro blasting and mounting
60 hours to programme 3D files for milling